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ROSALYN AQUILA
Hola, Gambier! I’m
writing from sunny, beautiful Honduras, where I’ve
been participating in Kenyon’s famousio and acclaimed anthropology program for four months. It’s
been so great, I never want
to leave.
Like most study-abroad
experiences, I had a really
hard time adjusting. From
the moment I landed at
Toncontin International
Airport in Tegucigalpa, I
knew my Spanish was really rusty. Plus, I had no idea
where my classmates were.
I guess the departmento de
anthropologio really wanted a true field experience

and split us up from the
get-go.
Still, I managed to find
my way. Kenyon really
prides itself on authentic
study-abroad
programs,
and they certainly didn’t
let me down. Some studientes stay in dorm rooms affiliated with universities;
some stay with host families. Being a true anthropologist, I’ve been living
on the streets of beautifulio
Tegucigalpa. When I first
told friends and family I’d
be studying in Honduras,
everyone seemed really
concerned, what with the
Peace Corps pulling out,
but Kenyon has really prepared me. Professor of Anthropology Bruce Hardy’s

NEWS

Neanderthals class taught
me how to make my own
tools. Gracias to him, my
stomach is happy and full
of street rats — just like a
real Neanderthal!
The classes here have
been really interesting too.
While they are all independent study, I definitely feel
better prepared for comps.
I’ve been studying excavation and stratigraphy. I really have been so fortunate
to have a dig site right next
to my shopping cart (my
home away from home).
The dumpster is full of so
many surprises — I feel just
like C. Owen Lovejoy when
he reconstructed Lucy!
Already, I’ve found a
full set of teeth and tons of

Best Show Ever!!
This past weekend,
I attended the greatest
theatrical performance
of my lifetime, and indeed, of anyone’s lifetime
ever. That’s right, it was
a performance of The
16th Annual High School
Talent Show performed
at Mount Vernon High
School in Mount Vernon,
Ohio.
The show seemed like
any ordinary talent show
in any high school, but
what was not ordinary
was the amount of talent
on display.
Everyone involved in
the talent show was great,
but there were of course
some standouts. When
Neal A. Kurtz performed
“Twinkle Twinkle Little
Star” on the piano, the
audience was literally on
the edge of their seats
waiting to see how the
song would end.
When it sounded exactly like the melody to
the popular tune of “Baa
Baa Black Sheep,” the
song instantly transported us to our childhoods,
and everyone was overcome with nostalgic bliss.
Tara Zunkle was also a
standout. At the start of
her rendition of “Beautiful” by Christina Aguilera, I gasped as Zunkle
initially seemed to forget the words and simply

“

“

MILES DOGZ

My jaw literally dropped, and I would
have picked it up if not for the fact
that I didn’t want to miss a note.

mumble into the microphone.
As the song went on,
however, and she actually
began to sing meekly offkey, it was outstanding.
My jaw literally dropped,
and I would have picked
it up if not for the fact
that I didn’t want to miss
a note of Zunkle’s performance. I think her song
choice summed it up best:
beautiful.
I didn’t think things
could get any better. My
heart was pit-a-patting
feverishly in excitement.
Then, it stopped once
Karen Tulza took the
stage to perform a magic
trick.
At first, I was confused
when Tulza asked someone from the audience to
“pick a card,” not really
sure why someone would
have to select a card from
what Tulza told us was a
regular deck.
Then, the impossible
happened. Tulza managed
to guess what card was
picked without having
looked at it. I screamed in
excitement.
Judging from the looks
the fellow audience members gave me, they shared

my disbelief.
Of course, the best
part of this show was
Aaron Lynn ’14. Lynn
was not in the show, nor
was he in attendance, as
he does not go to Mount
Vernon High School and
most likely wasn’t aware
the show was going on.
Despite these shortcomings, Lynn was great.
When I saw that he
wasn’t in the audience, I
passed out from excitement at Lynn’s acting. It
was so powerful I could
sense it, even though he
was miles away and not
even acting at that moment.
The 16th Annual High
School Talent Show was
truly a show I will remember forever. I was
shocked to learn that the
show’s organizer, referred
to as Ms. Nichols, was a
seventh grade chemistry
teacher and not a theater professional f lown in
from Broadway or whatever it is they have in
London.
It made me feel happy,
and I didn’t have to think
too much and that, to me,
is what signifies a good
piece of theater.
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COURTESY OF HOMELESS MAN

Anthropology major Rosalyn Aquila ’14 shows off her field site in the Kenyon-Honduras
Study Abroad Program.
pellets. Non-human!
Sometimes it can get
a little lonely on-site, but
the locals have been really supportivo of my study.
We even have a little game
where they laugh and spit
on me as they walk by. Oh,
how nice it feels to laugh as
I get the closest thing I’ve

had to a shower in months.
I’ve also befriended a lot
of wild dogs. They may not
be “Sam the Puppy,” but I
love those little fleabags.
Of course, our friendship
may have to come to an end
if the rats ever run out.
While I really am having a wonderful time here,

I am looking forward to
sleeping in a bed and showering again. Plus, I can’t
wait to get back and taste
one of Peirce’s famous Panini-pressed sandwiches.
It’s those sandwiches that
have kept me going on
cold, rainy nights. For now,
adios Kenyon!

How to Escape: A Purple
Person Survival Guide
JUDY GARLAND
We’ve all seen it – at Nite
Bites, at sporting events, in
our nightmares. The Purple
Person has become a part
of Kenyon whether we like
it or not. But while it may
have the word “person” in its
name, the Purple Person is
anything but human. Where
a human being has eyes, a
mouth and a nose, the Purple Person just has more gaping expanses of purple. Can
it smell your fear? What does
the Purple Person see? Into
the head? Into the heart?
Does it see into me?
While the answers to
these questions remain unknown, scientists are learning more about the Purple
Person every day. Thanks to
new research, we can now
interpret its body language
to get some insight into its
thoughts and hopefully to
predict its future actions.
With the tips below, you too
can become an expert on the
Purple Person — and, someday, maybe even save your
own life.
High Five
If the Purple Person offers you a high five, don’t
fear — much like an actual
human being, the Purple
Person yearns for human
contact. It will be in your
best interest to reciprocate
the high five — the Purple
Person does not like to be
left hanging. Once the high
five has ended, however, pro-

ceed to the nearest sink and
wash your hands vigorously.
If your hand starts to turn
purple within the next few
days, seek medical help immediately.
Running
At times, the Purple Person seems incapable of walking and instead runs back
and forth using exaggerated arm movements. This is
how it warms up for an attack before it singles out its
prey. If you witness this behavior, wait
until the
Purple
Person’s
back is
turned
and
make
your
escape as soon
as possible before it notices
you. Take care to
move as quietly as you can
— what the Purple Person
may lack in eyesight, it more
than makes up for with its
keen sense of hearing.
Dancing
Like a peacock
displaying his
feathers, the
Purple Person dances
in an
attempt
to attract a
mate. If you
do not wish
to mate with
the Purple Person,
do not engage in any type of
dancing, no matter how innocent it may seem. If you
do wish to mate with the

Purple Person, pause for a
moment to take a good, hard
look at your life and your
choices.
Appearing Suddenly
Behind You
If you or a bystander
notices the Purple Person
lurking silently behind you,
it may already be too late.
At this point, the Purple
Person is closing in for the
kill. Your only chance for
survival is to utilize its one
true weakness — ex-

treme
heat.
Temperatures of over
180
degrees
Fahrenheit
will cause the
Purple Person’s
spandex exterior to shrink,
constricting its
movements and
causing high levels
of discomfort. The
chemistry and physics
departments
are currently collaborating to create an effective, easily transportable heat
source for this purpose.
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Campus Mourns Panini Press, Tries to Adjust to Life
Without Grilled Cheese and Warm Cookies
MR. McBABE
Gambier’s f lags f ly at
half-mast today, as beloved community member and resident food
warmer The Peirce Hall
Panini Press has passed
away. After weeks of declining health, the panini
press was recently discovered dripping with sriracha, its crevices inexplicably encrusted with Extra
Crunchy Skippy Natural
Super Chunk peanut butter.
The Panini Press, age
and manufacturer unknown, had been faithfully serving the Kenyon
community since the College’s inception, accompanying founder Philander
Chase as he explored the
Ohio countryside and famously saving him from a
grizzly bear.
Nonetheless, the Panini Press had faced increasing adversity in recent
years, primarily at the
hands of more and more
callous students.
In a statement to the
Collegian, AVI employee Marcus Werthers remarked, “YOU CAN’T
PR ESS
SOUP,
IT’S
A LIQUID,” adding,
“DIDN’T ANY OF YOU
R EAD THE SIGN??”

The Press’ demise ref lects a changing reality:
students are no longer satisfied by pressed sandwiches alone.
In recent months, students had asked more and
more of the Press. First,
it was cookies. Then pie.
The day before its tiny
mechanical heart finally
gave out, first year Matthew Keller had placed a
scoop of Velvet ice cream
on the Press’ griddle.
“Ultimately, what took
the Press’ life was, ironically, progress,” said Professor of History Bruce
Kinzer, who wrote his dissertation on cookware. “It
just couldn’t keep up with
the changing times and
what was being demanded
of it.”
The Kenyon community reacted to the death
with shock. On Wednesday, as students shuff led
by the spot where the
Press once sat, some were
seen to be crying.
“I still can’t believe it’s
gone,” said Danielle Crosby ’12. “Throughout all
my time at Kenyon, that
darn press has been my
only constant. I just keep
expecting to see it in the
corner laughing. Like this
is all a big joke.”
“My first week at Ke-

DAVID HOYT

The Panini Press will be interred at its new home this week at Ross Brothers Salvage, Incorporated, in Mount Vernon.
nyon, there was nothing
in Peirce that I wanted to
eat, and I just didn’t want
a cold sandwich,” Max
Stillman ’13 said. “The
press was there for me.”
Students are reportedly resorting to extreme
measures to fulfill their
demands for hot, compressed food.
Campus
Safety has noted a marked
increase in incidents of

students injuring themselves or others while trying to press foods using alternative methods.
“We’ve have had six incidents just today,” said
Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper. “These
are crisis levels; we typically don’t get more than
two reports of this kind in
a month.”
One such incident in-

volved a student who
placed a cheese sandwich
between the two arms of a
hair straightener.
“It was worth it,” the
student, who asked to remain anonymous because
his friends will “give him
so much shit for this,”
said, despite the third-degree burns to his hands.
Services will be held
at 2:00 p.m. this Satur-

day on the loading dock
behind Peirce. Despite
being asked by absolutely
nobody, a local “eccentric”
hipster has volunteered to
see the Panini Press off
with alleged bagpipe “music.”
The Panini Press is survived by its domestic partner, the giant round grill
behind the international
station.

Nugent Under Fire After Embarrassing ‘Price is Right’ Debut
FEYAN TAHMAS
President S. Georgia
Nugent is under fire after
an appearance on a popular and long-running television game show seemed
to exacerbate tensions between her administration
and College employees.
The appearance in
question came about after Nugent was selected at random to “Come
on down!” and appear
on CBS’s “The Price is
Right.”
Nugent got off to a
good start, outbidding
an opponent, a custodian from Depauw University, by $1 to get past
the first round. She then
aced the Cliff Hangers
game, telling host Drew
Carey, “I think I did so
well because I spend every
Christmas in the Swiss
Alps with Tom.”
But
the
showcase
would prove to be the
Princeton-educated classicist’s Achilles’ Heel.
The item in question: a
gallon of milk from the

DAVID HOYT

President S. Georgia Nugent and BFF Lucille Bluth enjoy a laugh on Bluth’s private yacht, the Seaward.
Mount Vernon Kroger.
When the showcase
was revealed, Nugent
seemed at first perplexed.
“Is it organic?” she asked
Carey. Upon being told,
“No, this is just normal
milk that normal people
drink,” Nugent hesitantly
submitted her guess.
“Oh, I don’t know,

$30?”
Gasps emanated from
the crowd as Carey revealed that the milk cost
$2.89 — or $2.39 with
a coupon printed in the
Mount Vernon News.
“Well, I wouldn’t have
known about the coupons
because I read the paper
on my iPad,” she said in

an interview Wednesday.
“Plus, I only shop at the
Village Market, which has
higher prices.”
Sales records indicate that Nugent has not
bought anything other
than shampoo at the Village Market in the last
four months.
Back on campus, the

reaction was swift and
critical.
“I just don’t understand,” said Campus Safety Officer John Smith.
“Hasn’t she watched YouTube clips of those game
show contestants who
give just horrible answers
and then get laughed at?”
“This explains why she

was so against us installing the new soy milk dispenser,” Chief Business
Officer Mark Kohlman
said. “At $30 a gallon,
that would have been very
expensive.”
Students, meanwhile,
said they find Nugent’s
remarks appalling and insensitive.
“She just doesn’t understand the plight of the
common man,” Charles
Anderson ’15 said. “Like,
people have families to
feed, you know? I mean, I
wouldn’t know, but I feel
like my parents probably
pay a lot of money so I can
have endless access to four
different varieties of milk
in Peirce.”
Meanwhile, as the controversy raged on, Nugent
was unconcerned.
She even returned to
the Village Market, where
she
was
contemplating buying fruit for her
breakfast the following
morning.
“How much could a
banana cost?” she asked.
“Ten dollars?”
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Collegian Weekend Sports Picks

Locusts
94° / 68°

Upcoming Weather

Angels Crying
89° / 65°

Sunday

“SPORTS”

Saturday

Ladies Soccer
Sunday, Sept. 4 at 1:00 p.m.
Near Mavec Field
Kenyon vs. Capital University

Illustrations by Nick Anania

Friday

Hunger Games
Friday, May 13, at 4:00 p.m.
Cornucopia
You vs. Everyone you know

the
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McCabeclipse
81° / 56°
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BUZZ BISSINGER

I was just so in the zone during
the match, my gut instinct told
me to express my anger over
the panini press out on the
field. It just felt so great to win
the game for my teammates
and the fans.

“

The game came down
to the last few seconds,
but the Lords managed to
draw out a victory, their
first in over two years,
beating rival Denison
University by a slim margin of two points.
“It was really rough,”
Bobby Gray ’13 said. “In
the last seconds of the
game, [Denison] put in
Thomas Kaplan, and I
thought we weren’t going
to make it, but our guys
showed their true grit
under pressure,” he said,
speaking of the first-year
phenom who dominated
the conference this year.
The football team began the game amidst a
bit of roster uncertainty. Known for his grace
and creativity, the Lords’
top
playmaker
Liam
O’Flaherty ’12, who had
a picture-perfect season,
was almost taken out before the match due to a
sprained-wrist and was ultimately a game-time deci-

Liam O’Flaherty ’12
sion. O’Flaherty suffered
the injury after punching
a wall in Old Kenyon upon
learning of the demise of
the Peirce Panini press.
Nevertheless, thanks to
some deep-tissue massage
administered by Team
Trainer Salvador Giotto
and a trip to the Deli for
a slightly sub-par panini,
O’Flaherty recovered from
his injury to draw first
blood in the match, eventually etching the victory
into the books.

“I was just so in the
zone during the match,
my gut instinct told me
to express my anger over
the panini press out on
the field,” O’Flaherty
said. “It just felt so great
to win the game for my
teammates and the fans.
I am so proud of what we
accomplished, and the opportunity to bring back a
win for this storied team.”
The Lords hope that
the win will buoy them in
the upcoming season. Un-

fortunately they will be
without several members
of the team, who, encouraged by the team’s success,
decided to drop out of Kenyon and move to Paris
to pursue professional careers.
The team took first
place in the annual Kenyon-Denison Pictionary
tournament, which draws
crowds of over 2,000 student spectators annually.
“Watching the Pictionary
tournament this year was

absolutely breathtaking,”
said Kelly Parkson ’12. “In
all my years at Kenyon,
I’ve never seen such a close
game. The Kenyon-Denison Pictionary rivalry is
legendary!”
The Lords owe their
success to the special lessons they took at their
off-site training facility
on North Campus studying under the expert tutelage of Senior Art major
Regina Green ’12. Green
ran the Lords through a

series of drills and game
scenarios, such as appropriate ways of drawing
verbs and how to feel the
pen and the pencil marks
with one’s eyes closed,
along with more sophisticated shading techniques.
Green admitted her surprise at some of the skill
shown by the team, which
transcended the mere X’s,
O’s and long confusing arrows of gridiron strategy.
“Some of them showed
actual artistic merit and
personality,” she said.
“Their stick figures had
something more. I think
we may have tapped a new
pool of artistic talent. If
they weren’t football players, I might say they’d be
able to turn to Collegiate
Pictionary full time when
the NCAA fully recognizes it.”
At press time, the team
was gearing up for the
NCAC Regional Pictionary tournament, which
will be held in Boston,
MA on graduation weekend.

NCAC Hosts Medieval Faire, Lords and Ladies Prosper

Attendees enjoy battling Tigers,
leper colony and castle tours.
FAIR COMMONER
Athletes traded bats
for battle axes and lacrosse sticks for lances as
the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
held its first annual Ye
Olde Medieval Times
Faire at a grassy knoll
near its administrative
headquarters in Westlake, Ohio.
Despite several bubonic plague hospitalizations and one death, the
NCAC officially and formally decreed the Faire a
success.
“We decided the Faire
was a better allocation of
our funding and a more
fun event to put on than
another round of conference championships,”

NCAC President Arthur
Stone said. “Yes, there
was some blood, but overall it was a good day for
all who came.”
The day’s events commenced with a parade,
where Lords and Ladies
rode on raised f loats carried by scores of subservient Yeomen and Yeowomen.
To entertain the masses, DePauw University
Tigers battled Wittenberg University Tigers
in a small dirt arena, resulting in a lot of Big
Red (blood). Participants
also visited a leper colony
populated by referees and
officials.
Castle tours took
visitors over the drawbridge and past the Ga-

tor-guarded moat to visit
the Royal Court, led by
corrupt college officials
who were entertained by
dancing Little Giants.
The
petting
zoo,
where able Yeomen cared
for two types of Tigers
and highly docile Terriers, also proved popular. But the events took a
turn for the worst when
a Battling Bishop said
something crass about
the mother of a Fighting
Scot, and the scuff le that
ensued created even more
Big Red.
The Faire was such a
bountiful success that the
conference announced at
the closing ceremonies
that it is canceling all future intercollegiate athletic contests in favor of
a series of yearlong Medieval Faires hosted by each
member school.

SIR CHARLES WITTENLYNN

Lords and Ladies join hands in a celebratory jig, after they triumphed in a jousting tournament against the evil Battling Bishops.

